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Abstract
Classifying an unknown input is a fundamental problem

in Pattern Recognition. One standard method is finding its
nearest neighbors in a reference set. It would be very time
consuming if computed feature by feature for all templates in
the reference set; this naı̈ve method is O(nd) where n is the
number of templates in the reference set and d is the number
of features or dimension. For this reason, we present a tech-
nique for quickly eliminating most templates from consider-
ation as possible neighbors. The remaining candidate tem-
plates are then evaluated feature by feature against the query
vector. We utilize frequencies of features as a pre-processing
to reduce query processing time burden. The most notable
advantage of the new method over other existing techniques
occurs where the number of features is large and the type of
each feature is binary although it works for other type fea-
tures. We improved our OCR system at least twice (without a
threshold) or faster (with higher threshold value).

Keywords – Nearest Neighbor searching, Filtration, Additive
Binary Tree, OCR, GSC Classifier

1. Introduction
One common method for classifying an input vector of un-

known class involves finding the most or top k similar tem-
plates in the reference set. Not surprisingly, this problem,
so-called k-nearest neighbor or simply KNN problem has re-
ceived a great deal of attention because of its significant and
practical value in pattern recognition (see [2, 3] for extensive
surveys).

One straight-forward method is computing feature by fea-
ture for all templates in the reference set and it takes O(nd)
where n is the number of templates in the reference set and
d is the number of features. This is very time consuming for
users to wait for the output. Hence, there is a wealth of lit-
erature regarding computational expenses of the KNN prob-
lem dating as far back as 1970. Papadimitiou and Bentley
showed O(n1=d) worst-case algorithm [13] and Friedman et
al suggested possible O(log n) expected time algorithm [6].
There are three general algorithmic techniques for reducing
the computational burden: computing partial distance, pre-
structuring, and editing the stored prototypes [4].

First, the partial distance technique is often called a se-
quential decision technique; decision for match between two
vectors can be made before all features in the vector are ex-
amined. It requires a predetermined threshold value to reduce
computation time. Next, the pre-structuring method focuses
on preprocessing the prototype set into certain well-organized

structures for the fast classification processing. Many ap-
proaches utilizing multidimensional search trees that partition
the space appear in the literature [7, 11, 12, 1]. In these ap-
proaches, the range of each feature must be large. Otherwise,
if features are binary, we achieve little speedup. Furthermore,
the dimension of feature space must be low. Quite often in
image pattern recognition, each feature is thresholded for bi-
narization and the dimension is high.

Finally, the prototype editing or reduction method reduces
the size of prototype set to improve speed with sacrifice of
accuracy. The condensed nearest neighbor rule [9] and the
reduced nearest neighbor rule [8] are used to select a subset
of training samples to be the prototype set. In this approach,
we must sacrifice accuracy for speed. Hong et al [10] suc-
cessfully implemented a fast nearest neighbor classifier for
the use of Japanese Character Recognition. They combined
a non-iterative method for CNN and RNN and a hierarchical
prototype organization method to achieve a great speed-up
with a little accuracy drop.

The new algorithm utilizes both partial distance and pre-
structuring techniques. We reduce computation time by us-
ing an Additive Binary Tree (ABT) data structure that con-
tains additive information which is frequency information in
binary features. The idea behind the ABT approach in find-
ing the nearest neighbor is filtration by which the unneces-
sary computation can be eliminated. It makes this approach
unique from the others such as redundancy reduction or met-
ric method. First, take a quick glance at the reference set and
select candidates for match. Next, take a harder look only at
those candidates selected from previous filtration to select a
fewer candidates, and so on. After several filtration, take a
complete thorough look only at the final candidates to verify
them. All matches whose distance is less than or equal to a
threshold are guaranteed to be in all candidate sets.

In this paper, we will describe the additive binary tree
(ABT) and the new nearest neighbor search algorithm based
on several famous similarity measures. We will give the simu-
lated experimental results. Finally, we report the experimen-
tal results on our OCR system using the gradient, structural
and concavity or simply GSC classifier [5].

2. Preliminary
The performance of pattern classification depends signif-

icantly on its definition of similarity or dissimilarity mea-
sure between pattern vectors. Several definitions have been
proposed and encountered in various fields such as informa-
tion retrieval and biological taxonomy [4]. Among many
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definitions, Euclidean distance, absolute differences, and
Minkowski distance are the most famous ones. Section 3 dis-
cusses the algorithm where the distance measure function is
the absolute difference. We chose this definition as it is the
most simple measure to explain the new algorithm. Euclidean
and Minkowski’s distances are almost identical when features
are binary. The absolute difference, well known as the city
block or Manhattan metric, is defined as follows:

D[x; y] =

dX
i=1

jxi � yij (1)

where d is the dimension of the vector. A normalized inner
product appears often as a non-metric similarity function:

S[x; y] =
xty

kxkkyk where kxk =
p
xtx (2)

It is the cosine of the angle between two vectors. Another
similarity definition used in OCR system using GSC classifier
developed in CEDAR is:

S[x; y] = xty +
�xt�y


(3)

where �x is the negation of the vector x and  is the contri-
bution factor ( > 1). This definition has the highest ac-
curacy in our OCR system among known definitions and it
performs best when  = 1:9. The difference among these
definitions can be explained by its weight where features are
binary. The Minkowski family definition including Manhat-
tan distance gives the same weight for the case where both
patterns have the feature and the case where both patterns do
not have the feature. The normalized inner product computes
the credit for the case where both patterns have the feature but
also reflects the other case as it is normalized. The definition 3
gives a full credit for the case where both patterns have fea-
tures and also allows to control the credit for the other case.
Section 4 discusses the third definition of similarity and OCR.

We consider the case where a threshold value, t, is known.
The KNN with threshold problem is that we reject a query
vector if the nearest neighbor is not close enough, meaning
that the distance exceeds t. Let M be a set of matches whose
dissimilarity value is less than or equal to t or whose similar-
ity value is greater than or equal to t. Let C(x) denote the
class of the vector x and n is the number of template vectors
in the reference set, R.
Definition 1 k-nearest neighbor with threshold
Input: A query vector q, a reference set , R =

fr1; r2; � � � ; rng and a threshold value, t.

Output: C(q) =

(
on the votes of k -NN : jM j � k

on the votes of jM j -NN : 0 < jM j < k

Rejected : M = ;

In this model, the classification decision is made by up to k
nearest neighbors because not enough matches may be in the
set M . This model is frequently used in many applications
considering the fact that the higher reject rate usually lessens
the error rate.

We introduce an additive binary tree data structure, ABT
in short. It is a binary tree whose nodes are sums of their
direct children. Consider the example in Fig. 1. The root
is
Pd

i=1 xi. Nodes at the second level are
Pd=2

i=1 xi andPd
i=d=2+1 xi from left to right. Leaves are x1; x2; � � � ; xd.

Let B(x) be a list of nodes, fB1(x); B2(x); � � � ; B2d�1(x)g
in breadth first order.

Property 1 Additive Binary Tree
1. There are 2l�1 number of nodes at level, l.
2. Total number of nodes = 2d� 1.
3. The depth of ABT = log d.
4. Bi = B2i +B2i+1

The structure is named “additive” because additive informa-
tions produced by property 4. are appended in every vector.
Each element in a vector lies in the leaf level from left to
right correspondingly. If vectors are binary, the root is the
frequency of 1’s and each node is the frequency of 1’s in sub-
part of the vector.

3. k-NN using ABT in City block distance
There are three phases: the pre-processing, candidate se-

lection and verification, and voting for classification phases.
During the pre-processing phase, the ABT’s for all templates
are built by adding a pair of elements and storing it in their
parent node. Building an ABT for one template takes O(d)
and thus, total pre-processing takes O(nd) to build ABTs for
all templates. The space required is also O(nd) which is at
most twice bigger than the size of the reference set.

In the second phase, we search for matches before choos-
ing top k similar templates for votes. The objective of the
candidate selection and verification procedure is quickly to
find the smallest subset M of the reference set which con-
tains top or up to k templates. Consider the following pseudo
code for finding matches.
Algorithm 1 Candidate Selection and Verification
1 Build ABT(q)
2 for every template xi
3 for every level l = 1 to log d

4 if
P22l�1

j=2l�1 jBj(xi)�Bj(q)j > t
5 break
6 else if l = leaf
7 Verify the Match
8 if verified, update t

The inner loop computes the sum of absolute differences of
every node in level, l. The sequential decision technique may
be applied to this step; we may not have to compare all nodes
in the level because the value may exceed the threshold before
all nodes in a specific node are examined. We use the parent
level operations as filtration functions. Those candidate tem-
plates survived from the parent level are only considered in
the next level. After finding all matches, search for top or
k-nearest neighbors only in the set, M .

In the line 8, we would like to update the threshold if k
number of matches are found and maximum distance is less

2
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than t. This is critical because the lower the t is, the more
filtration occurs. Also, if a threshold value is not given at the
start, then it is assigned at the point right after k templates are
examined and updated if a less value is found later on.

3.1. Example

Consider a following set with n = 3; d = 8 and t = 2,

q = 00000100; R =

8<
:

r1 = 01100111
r2 = 00011100
r3 = 01110000

When a brute force method is performed, 24 number of com-
parisons take place. The underlined parts of each reference
vectors are those contributing the comparisons when the se-
quential decision technique is used; there are 19 number of
comparisons. Fig. 1 shows ABTs for the query vector and all
templates. First, the root level is compared. r2 and r3 are

0     0     0     0     0    1     0     0

0 0 1 0

0 1

1
q

0     1     1     0     0    1     1     1

1           1            1           2

2                          3

5

1                          2

0           1            2           0

0     0     0     1     1    1     0     0

3 3

3                          0

1           2            0           0

0     1     1     1     0    0     0     0

r1 r2 r3

Figure 1. Sample ABTs

considered as candidates. r1 is discarded because (jB1(r1)�
B1(q)j = 4) > (t = 2). Next, the second level of trees are
compared. For r2, jB2(r2)�B2(q)j+ jB3(r2)�B3(q)j = 2
while that of r3 is 4. But only theB2(r2) is computed because
jB2(r2)�B2(q)j already exceeds the threshold. Hence, only
r2 is considered as a candidate. At the level 3, r2 still is a can-
didate and at the leaf level, it is verified as the nearest neigh-
bor to q. jRj = 3; jL1j = 2; jL2j = 1; jL3j = 1; jM j = 1 The
number of comparisons occurred is 18, the number of circled
nodes as shown in the example in Fig. 1.

3.2. Correctness

Let fM and fl be functions for matching and for select-
ing candidates at the level, l: fM (x; q) =

Pd
i=1 jxi � qij

and fl(x; q) =
P22l�1

i=2l�1 jBi(x) � Bi(q)j. Let Ll be a set of
templates, x’s chosen by the function fl(x; q) � t.

Theorem 1 A set of matches is always a subset of all candi-
date sets. M = Llog d � � � � � Ll � Ll�1 � � � � � L1 � R.

Proof: fL1
� � � � � fLlog d

= fM . Proved by the well-
known fact ja + b + cj � jaj + jbj + jcj. For example, x =
(x1; x2; x3; x4) and q = (q1; q2; q3; q4). Then, fM (x; q) =
jx1� q1j+ jx2� q2j+ jx3� q3j+ jx4� q4j and fl=1(x; q) =
jx1 + x2 + x3 + x4 � q1 � q2 � q3 � q4j. And fl=2(x; q) =
jx1+x2�q1�q2j+jx3+x4�q3�q4j. Clearly, f1 � f2 � fM .
Now, if there exists x 2M meaning that fM � t, then fl � t
and x 2 Ll. Thus, M � Ll+1 � Ll � Ll�1 � L1 � R.

The theorem means that all patterns whose distance is within

the threshold are guaranteed in all candidate sets. Hence, this
method is a sort of dynamic prototype reduction method but
there is no loss of accuracy at all. It is as accurate as the brute
force search method but much faster.

The extra space required for ABT is d�1 per vector which
is the number of inner nodes by definition. Therefore, the
total space is O(nd). Selecting Candidate process is made
in the fewer computational time than that of the verification
process. Number of comparisons needed at the level, l, is
the number of nodes at the level which is 2l�1. That of the
top root level, for example, is 1 while that of the leave level
is m. The number of operations is multiplied by 2 in every
filtration process. The number of candidates is, on the other
hand, reduced in every filtration process.

3.3. Simulated experiment

We present simulation results which demonstrate the per-
formance of the new algorithm on 4 different reference sets
with different feature numbers, d = f8; 16; 32; 64g. The
size of the reference set, jRj = 10; 000 for each reference
set. Each feature in vectors is generated by a random func-
tion which returns a number between 0 and 99. Possible
min(D(x; q)) = 0 which is an exact match and possible
max(D(x; q)) = 6336 when d = 64. Corresponding test
sets, Q’s with d = f8; 16; 32; 64g, are prepared as well.
The size of each query set is jQj = 10; 000. The experi-
ment is performed on machine with a 300MHz UltraSparc2
CPU, SunOS 5.6, 588 MIPS, and 256 Memory. Fig. 2 shows
the performance of a naı̈ve method and methods using ABT
structure with several different threshold values.
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Figure 2. Cumulated elapsed time for 10,000 queries over
10,000 templates

Observation 1 The smaller threshold value, t, the faster ABT
algorithm runs but the reject rate increases.

A smaller threshold means fewer candidates and the algo-
rithm runs faster. As the threshold increases, on the contrary,
candidates abound. Too small threshold, on the other hand,
might reject most of inputs.

Observation 2 The larger dimension d is, the better perfor-
mance the ABT algorithm achieves the better execution time
performance.

3
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It is necessary to compare the results of d’s with the same
ratio of t. Consider the case that d = 64; t = 300, then the
ABT runs 13:8 times faster than the naive method. On the
other hands, when d = 32; t = 150, it is only 9:6 times faster.

Filtering from top to all the way down to the level, l � 1
may not give always the most expeditious running time. It
would be wise to stop filtering and jump to the verification
stage if the number of candidates is small. Table 1 indicates
this behavior.

Table 1. Comparisons for methods.
Method time in millisec.

Naı̈ve 103.3
Sequential Decision 24.1
Filtration l = 1 16.7
Filtration l = 2 12.4
Filtration l = 3 7.2
Filtration l = 4 9.5

Observation 3 There exists a level, l̂ which results the mini-
mum elapsed time.

The deeper the level is, the more computations which is the
number of nodes at the level, are required. l̂ is the starting
point that jLl̂j�2l̂ � jLl̂+1j�2l̂+1 which means that we gain
no advantage of filtration from this level. Therefore, finding
l̂ is important because it gives not only the minimum elapsed
time, but also less required space for ABT data structure.

Observation 4 The ABT technique is superior to the sequen-
tial decision technique experimentally.

In the worst case when every reference is a match, both se-
quential decision and ABT would not give any speed up.
Technique using ABT would be even twice slower than the
naive method in case of a full ABT.

3.4. Auxiliary

Lookup Table: Suppose d = 512 and all features are bi-
nary, then a vector is stored as an array of 16 unsigned integer
values. We build a lookup-table for counts of 1’s for all 16 bit
combination. The size of lookup-table is 262K bytes. This
look-up table for unsigned integers is built at preprocessing
stage. To find D[x; y], we perform table look-ups for high
and low 16 bits of each unsigned integer (= x 
 y). There
are total 32 table look-ups to determine the distance. Where
vectors are stored as unsigned integers, we consider counts of
1’s of each unsigned integer value as leaves of ABT. Lookup
table enables significant speedup over the method counting
the number of bits without the table.

Ordered List: The simulated experiment tells that the
smaller threshold is, the faster algorithm runs (see Observa-
tion 1). The threshold value is dynamically changed as more
templates are examined. It would be desirable if the smaller
threshold value is assigned early. Therefore, we would like to
order the templates so that the less threshold value is set early
in the search.

Fact 1 The closer in frequency two vectors are, the smaller
in absolute difference distance they tend to be.

If we order templates by its frequency and search from a tem-
plate whose difference of frequency is smallest, then the low
threshold value might be set in the earlier search stage result-
ing in a great speed up. First, order the reference set by B1.
For each bin, the average number of templates is n=m. Next,
order each bin by B2. During the search stage, start search-
ing from the template, x whose min(jB1(x) � B1(q)j) and
then min(jB2(x)�B2(q)j). As a result of ordering, not only
we find the low threshold value quickly, but also, our search
space is reduced down to the size of L2.

Selection: We have seen that ABT facilitates filtrating
some reference templates from consideration by using the
lower bounds at each level. In addition to the lower bounds,
ABT also provides upper bounds. If an upper bound is less
than or equal to the threshold, the match is verified without
further calculation. This selection technique is useful in a
query such that we would like to find all matches to the query
vector within a threshold. Consider w-ary vectors x and y
where each element can have a value between 0 and w � 1.

Lemma 1 D[x; y] has upper and lower bounds at the root
level: jB1(x) � B1(y)j � D[x; y] � min(B1(x) +
B1(y); (wd �B1(x)) + (wd �B1(y))).

Proof: The lower bound is given in Theorem 1. Similarly,Pd
i=1 jxi � yij �

Pd
i=1 xi +

Pd
i=1 yi because ja + bj �

jaj + jbj. Now, D[x; y] =
Pd

i=1 jxi � yij =
Pd

i=1 j(w �
xi) � (w � yi)j. This is the absolute difference of two in-
verse vectors and it is the same as the absolute difference
of the original vectors. Clearly,

Pd
i=1 j(w � xi) � (w �

yi)j �
Pd

i=1(w � xi) +
Pd

i=1(w � yi) Thus, D[x; y] �
min(

Pd
i=1 xi +

Pd
i=1 yi;

Pd
i=1(w � xi) +

Pd
i=1(w � yi))

Consider two vectors, x; y where they are binary, w =

1.

�
x = 00011111 : B1(x) = 5
y = 01001011 : B1(y) = 4

According to the

lemma 1, we achieve 1 � D[x; y] � 8 immediately.

Theorem 2
P22l�1

i=2l�1(Bi(x) � Bi(y)) � D[x; y] �

min(
P22l�1

i=2l�1(Bi(x) + Bi(y));
P22l�1

i=2l�1 ((
wd
l

� Bi(x)) +

(wd
l
�Bi(y))))

Proof: Again, the lower bounds are proved in Theorem 1.
For the upper bounds, divide vectors into 2l�1 number of sub-
vectors. For each sub-vectors, Lemma 1 holds.

For the above example, we have the upper and lower bounds
at the second level of ABT: 1 � D[x; y] � 3.

4. Using ABT for GSC classifier
Among many classifiers in OCR, the Gradient, Structural,

and Concavity classifier, simply known as GSC classifier, has
98% accuracy on 24; 000 handwritten digits taken from var-
ious databases [5]. It is based on the philosophy that feature
sets can be designed to extract certain types of information
from the image. These types are gradient, structural, and con-
cavity informations. Gradient features use the stroke shapes
on a small scale. Next, structural features are based on the

4
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stroke trajectories on the intermediate scale. Finally, concav-
ity features use stroke relationship at long distances. Gradi-
ent, Structural, and Concavity has 192, 192, and 128 feature
vectors correspondingly. In all, there are 512 number of fea-
tures in a vector.

The K-NN approach is often used in the GSC classifica-
tion. It selects the top k similar templates in the training set
and returns its class based on the vote of these k template vec-
tors. The definition of this similarity, S[x; y], currently used
in the GSC classifier follows:

S[x; y] =

nX
i=0

S[xi; yy] where S[xi; yi] =

(
1 : xi = yi = 1

1= : xi = yi = 0
0 : otherwise

When both xi and yi are 1’s, it is the case that the desired
feature exists. It is denoted as S11[x; y] = xty. When both
xi and yi are 0’s, it is the case that the feature does not exist.
It is denoted as S00[x; y] = �xt�y. It would be reasonable to
rely more upon S11 than S00. The definition of the similarity
measure becomes :

S[x; y] = S11[x; y] +
S00[x; y]



 is the contribution factor and usually  � 1. The recent
experiment shows that  = 1:9 gives the best performance.
Note that when  = 1, it is the inverse of the city block dis-
tance between two vectors.

4.1. k-NN for GSC classi�er

There is a slight difference in line 4 of the previous algo-
rithm 1 as its definition of similarity differs. Let Bi(x) and
Wi(x) be the number of 1’s and 0’s at the i’s node of vector
x respectively. The line 4 is replaced by:

if
P22l�1

i=2l�1(min(Bi(x); Bi(q)) +
min (Wi(x);Wi(q))

 ) � t.

Fact 2 Bi(x) =
d

2l�1 �Wi(x) where l is the level of i’s node.

Lemma 2 If min(Wi(x);Wi(y)) = Wi(x), then
min(Bi(x); Bi(y)) = Bi(y) and vice versa.

Proof: Bi(x) =
d

2l�1 �Wi(x) and Bi(y) =
d

2l�1 �Wi(y).
Now if Bi(x) � Bi(y), then d

2l�1 �Wi(x) � d
2l�1 �Wi(y).

By rearranging the formula, we get Wi(x) �Wi(y).

Lemma 3 S[x; y] � min(B1(x); B1(y)) +
min(W1(x);W1(y))


.

Proof: When only frequency values are available, the
maximum value S11(x; y) is when 1’s in B1(x) and
B1(y) are aligned together. S11(x; y) cannot exceed
min(B1(x); B1(y)). The same for S00(x; y). The maxi-

mum similarity value that two vectors x and y can have at the
root level of ABT is min(B1(x); B1(y)) +

min (W1(x);W1(y))
 .

Suppose  = 2. In the examples in Fig. 1, f1(q; r1) =

min(1; 5) + min (7;3)
2 which is 2:5. Similarly, f1(q; r2) =

3:5; f1(q; r3) = 3:5. These values are always larger than or
equal to S[x; y]’s defined in GSC classifier. When there is an
exact match meaning that x = y, S[x; y] = B1(x) +

W1(x)
 .

Therefore, the maximum similarity value varies from vector
to vector by their frequencies.

Let fl be a function for selecting candidates at the level, l:

fl(x; q) =
P22l�1

i=2l�1(min(Bi(x); Bi(q))+
min(Wi(x);Wi(q))

2 ).
Let Ll be a set of templates, x’s chosen by the function
fl(x; q) � t.

Corollary 1 All members in M are guaranteed to be in all
candidate sets. M = Llog d � � � �Ll � Ll�1 � � � � L1 � R

Proof: Let B(x) and W (x) be the frequency of 1’s and 0’s
of one internal node. Let Bl(x);Wl(x) and Br(x);Wr(x)
be those of the left and right children of the node. By
the definition, B(x) = Bl(x) + Br(x) and W (x) =
Wl(x) + Wr(x). Consider two vectors x and y. Sup-
pose B(x) = min(B(x); B(y)), then the maximum pos-
sible value at the internal node can have becomes B(x) +
W (y)
 = Bl(x) + Wl(y)

 + Br(x) + Wr(y)
 . Now at its

children’s nodes, there are three possible cases and one im-
possible case. First, if Bl(x) = min(Bl(x); Bl(y)) and
Br(x) = min(Br(x); Br(y)), then the maximum value at
the both children nodes can have is the same as that of their
parent’s node by definition : Bl(x)+Br(x) � Bl(y)+Br(y)
and Wl(x) + Wr(x) � Wl(y) +Wr(y). Next, if Bl(x) =
min(Bl(x); Bl(y)) but Br(y) = min(Br(x); Br(y)), then it
is smaller than or equal to that of their parent’s node.
Bl(x) +

Wl(y)


+ Br(y) +
Wr(x)


� Bl(x) +

Wl(y)


+ Br(x) +
Wr(y)


. When Bl(y) = min(Bl(x); Bl(y)) but Br(x) =

min(Br(x); Br(y)), it is also smaller than or equal to that of
their parent’s node. It is impossible by definition if Bl(y) =
min(Bl(x); Bl(y)) but Br(y) = min(Br(x); Br(y)). There-
fore, the upper bound of a parent level is always greater than
or equal to that of its children’s nodes. This is true for all in-
ternal nodes. The upper bound at a certain level is the sum of
all upper bounds at all nodes in that level. Let fl be the upper
bound function at a level, l, then fL1

� � � � � fLlog d
= fM .

Thus, M = Llog d � � � � � L1 � R: This

corollary is the sine qua non which guarantees the correctness
and speedup of Algorithm for GSC classifier.

The following lemma further accelerates the search pro-
cess, which we state it without a proof.

Lemma 4 S00(x; y) = d�B1(x) �B1(y) + S11(x; y).

This means that once we compute the similarity for S11(x; y),
S00(x; y) is computed in constant time.

4.2. Experiment

Before embarking on the results, it is important to discuss
the relationship between error and reject rates of a recognizer.
As shown in Fig. 3, the error versus reject percentages of
recognition graph is a great way to evaluate the performance
of OCR systems. A good recognizer must be as close to the
axes as possible. Typically, the higher reject rate, the lower er-
ror rate. The threshold value must be made depending on the
costs of rejects and errors. As the threshold value increases,
the reject rate also increases and the error rate decreases.

We use two sets of isolated mixed hand-printed/cursive
character images. The first set is the reference set whose
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Figure 4. Threshold vs. running time

size is 21800 and approximately 800 per character (A-Z). The
other set is a test set whose size is 1681. While the average
running time of the brute force method is 39.470 millisecond,
one using ABT is 19.714 millisecond where the depth of tree
is 2 and t = 0.

The higher threshold value the classifier has, the faster it
runs. as shown in Fig. 4 The higher threshold value means the
more rejects which save running time. Hence, the importance
of a threshold is twofold; it not only enables to control the
error and reject rates, but also gives speed up.

5. Finale
Nearest Neighbor searching is an extremely well studied

area and a couple of techniques to speed up the OCR sys-
tem were previously developed. They are prototype thinning
and clustering techniques which cause a little degradation in
performance. Because even a slight degradation in perfor-
mance is often too costly in real OCR applications, we stud-
ied it and a new fast nearest neighbor search algorithm with
no degradation is proposed. Filtration with a threshold is the
key idea for expedition. To perform this, we introduced ABT
structure. The additive information of pattern feature vectors
ensures that the query processing time reduces significantly.
Furthermore, the idea is effective even in combination with
other techniques like prototype thinning or clustering.

There are two parameters that can affect the speed of
search : i) depth of ABT and ii) the number of branches.

As stated in Observation 3, the depth of ABT influences the
speed significantly. We introduced the additive binary tree,
however, the tree can be an arbitrary branch tree. Additive
N-ary Tree might perform better than the binary tree.

Moreover, the idea of filtration using ABT can extend to
other definitions with a little embellishment. Consider the
normalized inner product defined in equation 2. The max-
imum value for this definition is 1 when there is an exact
match. We exclude the exceptional case where all features
are 0 as it makes the denominator be 0. A filtration occurs in
case that

P22l�1
i=2l�1

min (Bi(x);Bi(q))
kxkkqk � t Again, consider the

example in Fig. 1 with a threshold = 0:5. At the root level
filtration, r1 is filtrated because the upper bound is 0:447.
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